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Infiniti Communications Technologies is part of the VCS Companies family.   For over 30 years, the VCS Companies
have grown and expanded right along with Victoria to encompass Victoria Communications, VCS Security Systems,
I.C.T., and Rocket Oilfield Services. Together, these companies provide Victoria and the surrounding communities
everything from AT&T wireless phones and accessories, two-way radio systems, intercom systems, phone systems,
security systems, and fire alarms, to fiber optics, and oilfield pipeline construction.
Locally owned by the Hartman family, they offer a wide range of products and services to both commercial and private
customers. VCS Companies is here to make finding the right solutions for you with one call or visit. We provide
multiple technologies and products paired with excellent service and installation that make your solution "puzzle"
simple to complete. The solution you will find within our four companies are presented to you by professionals that are
trained in their respective fields yet able to work together as a team when solutions overlap between the companies.
For all of your communication, wireless, wired, security, audio, video and networking needs it's one simple place to
call...VCS Companies. We've been around since 1985 and look forward to more years to come as we stay on top of
technology changes to insure we bring only the best to you...our customers!
ICT specializes in providing fiber optic-based Local Area and Wide Area Network cabling and infrastructure systems
support.  We also have expertise with structured cabling systems, emergency fiber option response and restoration.
ICT can design and support any Intercom system; whether it be commercial or through education levels K-12.  The
same applies for audio video systems. When it comes to your Wi-Fi systems, we provide the solutions for all point-to-
point, point-to- multi point and whole premise encompassing needs.
ICT will design, install, troubleshoot and support all that we sell.  We provide an array of maintenance agreements that
can be specialized to your specific needs. No matter the industry, we will work!   Commercial, Industrial, Healthcare,
Hospitals, Schools, Universities and Retail settings; all can benefit from what ICT has to offer.
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AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

230901 Audio Visual Equipment, Supplies, and Services 11/30/2026 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

230901

Barrett Krueger Manager (361) 576-1153 barrett.krueger@vcscompanies.com

Les Richter Manager (361) 576-1153 les.richter@vcscompanies.com
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